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Abstract
A Mueller matrix is a comprehensive representation of the polarization transformation
properties of a sample, encoding very rich information on the microstructure of the scattering
objects. However, it is often inconvenient to use individual Mueller matrix elements to
characterize the microstructure due to a lack of explicit connections between the matrix
elements and the physics properties of the scattering samples. In this review, we summarize the
methods to derive groups of polarization parameters, which have clear physical meanings and
associations with certain structural properties of turbid media, including various Mueller matrix
decomposition (MMD) methods and the Mueller matrix transformation (MMT) technique.
Previously, experimentalists have chosen the most suitable method for the specific measurement
scheme. In this review, we introduce an emerging novel research paradigm called ‘polaromics’.
In this paradigm, both MMD and MMT parameters are considered as polarimetry basis
parameters (PBP), which are used to construct polarimetry feature parameters (PFPs) for the
quantitative characterization of complex biomedical samples. Machine learning techniques are
involved to find PFPs that are sensitive to specific micro- or macrostructural features. The goal
of this review is to provide an overview of the emerging ‘polaromics’ paradigm, which may
pave the way for biomedical and clinical applications of polarimetry.
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1. Introduction

Mueller polarimetry is a powerful tool for analyzing bio-
medical samples. The polarization state of light changes as
it propagates in anisotropic media, reflected by surfaces or
scattered by particles embedded in the media [1]. Therefore,
polarization measurements can provide rich information about
the microstructural, optical and other physics properties of the
sample [2–7].

Polarization states of light can be described by a four-
dimensional real number vector, called a Stokes vector S.
The polarization effect of the sample (assuming it is a linear
transformation) can be formulated as Sout =MSin. The general
polarization property of a sample, or the capability of a sample
to alter the polarization states during the interactions, can be
described by a 4× 4 matrix, called a Mueller matrixM [8].

M=


m11 m12 m13 m14

m21 m22 m23 m24

m31 m32 m33 m34

m41 m42 m43 m44

 . (1)

The direct physical meaning of a Mueller matrix is that it
is a transformation matrix of polarization states. The matrix
elements represent the capability of a sample to transform
between different polarization components before and after
the interaction, but their relations to physical properties of the
sample are often not clear. Experimentally observed values of
the Mueller matrix elements contain contributions from many
different factors, which include, but are not limited to, the geo-
metrical properties of the scattering particles (size, shape, ori-
entation and alignment), the optical properties of the scatters
and the interstitial medium (complex refractive indices, diat-
tenuation, retardance, etc), the thickness of different layers, the
orientation and the thickness of the sample.

There have been consistent efforts to develop various
polarization-sensitive experimental techniques for different
applications, with each technique defining its own polarization
parameters. Jacques et al use a linearly polarized light for illu-
mination and rotate the second polarization filter inserted in
the detection arm in parallel (I∥) and perpendicular (I⊥) con-
figurations. The degree of linear polarization (Pol or LDOP)
has been used as a polarization parameter to enhance the con-
trast between healthy and cancerous regions in skin patho-
logies [9, 10]. Oldernburg et al designed the polarized light
microscope (named PolScope) which can measure the lin-
ear retardance of the sample and the orientation of the slow
axis [11, 12].

For anisotropic samples, the LDOP parameter is sensitive
to the sample orientation. Zeng et al defined a new set of polar-
ization parameters by measuring all linear polarization direc-
tions and fitting a sinusoidal curve [13]. Later, this method
was further improved and named the rotating linear polariz-
ation imaging (RLPI) technique [14]. The polarization para-
meters provided by RLPI include the G and φ3/2, which are
related to the anisotropy and the orientation of anisotropy of
the sample. All these parameters can be expressed as functions

of theMueller matrix elements. (Details of the parameters will
be listed in the appendix.)

Another way to extract information with clear physical
meanings from the Mueller matrix is the Mueller matrix
decomposition (MMD) techniques, which represent the non-
linear data compression algorithms. Lu and Chipman [15]
proposed the Mueller matrix polar decomposition (MMPD)
method which approximates a complex medium to a layered
structure, decompoing the Mueller matrix into the product of
diattenuation, retardation and depolarizationmatrices. MMPD
can provide parameters including diattenuation, polarizance,
retardance, optical rotation and depolarization, all of which
can be expressed as functions ofMueller matrix elements [16].
The technique has been proved effective in various biomed-
ical and clinical applications, such as the detection and staging
of liver cancer [17, 18], breast cancer [19, 20], cervical can-
cer [21–24], colon cancer [25–29], inflammatory bowel dis-
eases [30], Alzheimer’s disease [31], gastric cancer [32], and
so on [33–37].

However, the MMPD method assumes that the order of
three polarization effects follows: diattenuation first, retard-
ance second, general depolarization last. A different order-
ing of these three components might affect the accuracy of
the decomposed results due to the noncommutating prop-
erty of matrix multiplication. Ghosh et al compared differ-
ent orderings of decomposition and showed that the order
chosen in Lu–Chipman decomposition is suitable for biomed-
ical studies [38]. Li et al carried out Monte Carlo simula-
tions of a layered cylinder-birefringent model and showed that
Lu–Chipman decomposition is applicable to a homogeneous
or layered sample with correct order, and errors occur for a
layered sample with a reversed order [39].

Ossikovski [40] and Ortega-Quijano et al [41, 42] pro-
posed the differential method to separate depolarization and
pure polarization effects, which assumes not the order of these
effects, but that the medium is longitudinally continuous and
homogeneous. Details of these parameters will be discussed in
section 2.

Intrigued by RLPI and MMD, He et al proposed the
Mueller matrix transformation (MMT) concept [43]: using dif-
ferent techniques to transform the Mueller matrix elements
to polarization parameters to characterize specific microstruc-
tural features or optical and other physics properties of the
samples. These parameters can be identified by examining or
fitting data from experiments or Monte Carlo (MC) simula-
tions. Some recent comparative studies showed that the MMT
andMMPD parameters have different advantages for different
applications [44–46].

Following the work by Gil on the invariant parameters
in a Mueller matrix under rotation and retarder transforma-
tion [47], Li et al studied the rotation and mirror symmetry
properties of the sample [48], and derived a set of polar-
ization parameters which are invariant to random azimuth
orientations, and also provide a set of corresponding ori-
entation parameters [48]. They further studied four types of
Mueller matrix transformations (rotation, reciprocal, longitud-
inal mirror and transverse mirror) and corresponding symmet-
ries, and derived parameters that are sensitive to the layered
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Figure 1. Unpolarized image, retardance image, optic axis orientation map, and diattenuation images of the bladders, acquired using
polarimetric endoscope [57].

structure [39]. Details of these parameters will be shown in the
appendix.

In a recent attempt [49], polarization parameters from
MMD and MMT are used as polarimetry basis parameters
(PBPs). With the help of machine learning, new polarimetry
feature parameters (PFPs) are derived which are more sens-
itive to specific pathological structures and can quantitatively
characterize histological slices in biomedical applications.

Meanwhile, more and more Mueller matrix polarimetric
imaging equipment has been developed for various biomed-
ical and clinical studies and applications, such as transmis-
sion and reflection Mueller matrix microscopes [17, 50–52],
the Mueller matrix mesoscope [53], the Mueller matrix colpo-
scope [54, 55], and several different types of Mueller matrix
endoscope [56–60]. An example is shown in figure 1. Polariz-
ation measurements can also combine with other optical mod-
alities [61–63].

In the following sections of this review, we present more
details to summarize the consistent efforts to derive polar-
ization parameters which are sensitive to specific micro- or
macro-structural features and optical or other physics prop-
erties of turbid media.

2. Mueller matrix decomposition methods

The concept of Mueller matrix decomposition is simple:
changes in polarization states during the propagation of polar-
ized light in a complex scattering sample can be regarded
as the combined effects of several known physics processes
which affect polarization, i.e. retardation, diattenuation and
depolarization. Therefore, a Mueller matrix can be decom-
posed to derive parameters which characterize the contribu-
tions by these physics processes, such as retardance, dichroism
and depolarization coefficients.

There are three types of Mueller matrix decomposition
method: product decomposition, sum decomposition and com-
bined serial-parallel decompositions [64]. The product decom-
position assumes that when light passes through the media, the
polarization effects occur in serial order. Therefore product
decompositions are suitable for a sample with a layered

structure, or polarization effects occur with serial order. The
sum decomposition, which assumes the polarization effects
occur in parallel in the media, is suitable for analyzing trans-
versely inhomogeneous samples. In biomedical studies, the
optical model could be complicated, and decomposing an
optical sample would be like guessing a circuit in a black
box and trying decompose it with a suitable series-parallel
model.

2.1. Lu–Chipman decomposition

Lu–Chipman decomposition, or Mueller matrix polar decom-
position (MMPD) [15], is one of the most commonly used
product decomposition methods in biomedical studies. It
assumes the optical effects in the sample are serial, and
follow the order as diattenuation, retardation and general
depolarization (general means this component also includes
the polarizance effect).

M= m11

[
1 DT

P m3×3

]
=M∆MRMD

=

[
1 0T

P∆ m∆

][
1 0T

0 mR

][
1 DT

D mD

]
. (2)

The MMPD method can provide the following parameters.
First, from the first row of the Mueller matrix one can get

the diattenuation vector D and its magnitude D:

D=
1
m11

√
m2

12 +m2
13 +m2

14. (3)

Then using formulae (4) and (5) we can construct the diat-
tenuation matrixMD

MD = m11

[
1 D⃗T

D⃗ mD3×3

]
(4)

mD3×3 =
√
1−D2I3 +(1−

√
1−D2)D̂D̂

T
. (5)

3
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We decomposeMD from the original Mueller matrixM ′ ≡
MM−1

D , and by the assumption in equation (2), this matrix
is the product of the retardance matrix and the depolarization
matrix:

[
1 0T

P∆ m∆

][
1 0T

0 mR

]
=

[
1 0T

P∆ m∆mR

]
=MM−1

D (6)

where P∆ is the polarizance vector. The matrix M∆ is called
general depolarization matrix. P∆ is extracted from the first
column ofM ′. The formula to calculate P∆ fromM is:

P∆ =
P−m3×3D
1−D2

. (7)

In the second step, we need to decompose a 3× 3 matrix
m ′ = (m∆mR). Since mR is a rotation transformation matrix,
we can use a polar decomposition algorithm to diagonalizem ′.
After the diagonalization, we define parameter ∆ for charac-
terizing the degree of total depolarization:

∆= 1− 1
3

∣∣trm∆

∣∣ ∈ [0,1]. (8)

Parameter ∆ is a scalar, with value 0 representing
nondepolarizingmedia, and value 1 representing totally depol-
arized media.

In the last step, we can extract retardance information from
MR . In the paper by Lu and Chipman, the formula for retard-
ance is:

cosR=
1
2
trMR − 1. (9)

In fact, parameter R contains both linear retardance and
circular retardance (aka. optical rotation) effects: cosR=
2cos2(α)cos2(δ/2)− 1. To decompose the linear retardance
angle δ and the optical rotation angle α , we can use these for-
mulas [65, 66]:

cosδ =
√
(MR22 +MR33)2 +(MR32 −MR23)2 − 1 (10)

tanα=
MR32 −MR23

MR22 +MR33
. (11)

When the determinant of the Mueller matrix is negat-
ive, which may occur for large size scatterers (Mie scat-
tering) [68] or strongly depolarizing media [67] measured
in reflection configuration, the MMPD algorithm needs to
add ‘sign factors’ [67, 69] to ensure the MMPD method is
still applicable. Figure 2 shows that by using the generalized
MMPD method, the continuity of the image is locally pre-
served.

Figure 2. Retardance R images of an ex vivo human cervix
measured in back-reflection, obtained from the (a) standard and (b)
generalized procedures for decomposing negative-determinant
Mueller matrices [67].

2.2. Differential decomposition

Differential decomposition is a special type of product decom-
position, called continuous product decomposition [64]. It
does not assume a layer media for the polarization effects
occur in order, but assumes samples to be longitudin-
ally homogeneous. Therefore, the differential decomposition
method is suitable for analyzing the thickness dependence of
a Mueller matrix.

To obtain optical parameters using the differential method,
we first compute the logarithmmatrix L of theMueller matrix:

L≡ lnM. (12)

Then we separate L to transpose the symmetric part
and the anti-symmetric part L= Lm +Lu by metric G=
diag(1,−1,−1,−1) :

Lm =
1
2
(L−GLTG) = ⟨m⟩z (13)

Lu =
1
2
(L+GLTG) =

1
2
⟨∆m2z2⟩. (14)

Formula (14) is an approximation, and is only strictly equal
when ⟨m⟩ and ⟨∆m2⟩ commute [70].

From the above formula we learn that pure polarization
parameters in Lm vary linearly with sample thickness, and
depolarization parameters in Lu will vary parabolically with
thickness. The physical meaning for the parameters are:

Lm =


0 LD LD45 CD
LD 0 CB −LB45

LD45 −CB 0 LB
CD LB45 −LB 0

 (15)
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Figure 3. Maps of (a) total linear retardance and (b) depolarization coefficient α22 of unstained histological cuts of human skin models of
different thicknesses [72]. Monte Carlo simulation of sphere-cylinder-birefrigence model matched with the experiment data, both (c) αL and
(d) αLA vary parabolically with the thickness of the sample [71].

where LD is 0–90deg linear diattenuation, LD45 is ±45deg
linear diattenuation, LB is linear birefringence, CD is circular
diattenuation, CB is circular birefringence (optical rotation).

Usually we also need to subtract the effect of isotropic
absorption from the diagonal elements of Lu. Take the decom-
position of pure linear diattenuation as an example, the logar-
ithm decomposition ofMD(px,py) is:

L= Lm +Lu =


0 ln(px/py) 0 0

ln(px/py) 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0


+ ln(pxpy)I4. (16)

After subtracting isotropic absorption from Lu , we get
L ′
u = Lu −Lu11I4 = 0 , which means the pure linear diatten-

uator does not contain a depolarization effect.
The study of Lu mainly focuses on the diagonal elements

αii = Luii, where α22,α33,α44 represent 0–90deg linear depol-
arization, ±45deg linear depolarization and circular depol-
arization, respectively. For the physically realizable Mueller
matrices, we always have αii ⩽ 0, the lower value represent-
ing a stronger depolarization effect. Since α22,α33 are not
invariant under azimuth rotation of the sample, Li et al also

proposed invariant parameters αL and αLA, representing linear
depolarization and anisotropic linear depolarization, respect-
ively [71]. These parameters are helpful for identifying the
proper model for a human skin sample, as shown in figure 3.

2.3. Cloude decomposition

Cloude decomposition [73, 74] is a commonly used sum
decomposition method in the studies of Mueller polarimetry.
It decomposes the Mueller matrix into the sum of up to four
nondepolarizing Mueller matrices. The algorithm is as fol-
lows:

First, use Pauli matrices σi to map the Mueller matrix to a
Hermite matrix H(M) called a covariance matrix [74]:

H(M) =
1
4

4∑
i,j=1

mijσi⊗σj. (17)

Hence, the eigenvalues of H are real numbers. We arrange
them in descending order, λ1 ⩾ λ2 ⩾ λ3 ⩾ λ4 ⩾ 0. These
eigenvalues contain information about the depolarization of
the sample. For instance, for any nondepolarizing Mueller
matrix we have λ1∼4 = 1,0,0,0 [75]. More than one nonzero

5
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Figure 4. Spaces that physically realizable Mueller matrices could occur on the PI–P∆ plane. Data points are generated by MC simulations
of spherical scatterers in the Mie regime in forward- (red points) and back-scattering (blue points). The size of the scatterer varies from 1.02
to 1.46 µm in steps of 0.03. The increase in the size of the scatterer is shown by increasing the size of the points. µs is the scattering
coefficient.

eigenvalue representings the Mueller matrix contains depolar-
ization:

H(M) =
1
m11

4∑
i=1

λiHi , Hi ≡ m11(ui⊗ui†). (18)

Hi are the matrices recovered from the corresponding λi and
outer product of eigen vector ui. Since Hi are rank 1, this
means we have decomposed the Mueller matrix into up to
four nondepolarizing Mueller matrices. This method is called
Cloude decomposition [73] or spectral decomposition [64].
Usually λi is between [0,1], and a completely depolarizing
sample has λ1∼4 = 1,1,1,1. All λi ⩾ 0 is the condition for a
physical realizable Mueller matrix [74].

Researchers also recombined λi into various polarization
parameters, such as polarization entropy [76, 77]

S(H) =−
4∑
i=1

(λi log4λi) (λi are normalized bym11) (19)

and indices of polarimetric purity (IPP) [78, 79]:

P1 =
λ1 −λ2

m11
, P2 =

λ1 +λ2 − 2λ3

m11
, P3 =

λ1 +λ2 +λ3 − 3λ4

m11
.

(20)
Based on IPPs, researchers proposed the depolarization

index [80]

P∆ =

√
1
3

(
2P2

1 +
2
3
P2
2 +

1
3
P2
3

)
(21)

and overall purity index [81]:

PI=
√
(P2

1 +P2
2 +P2

3)/3 (22)

so that we can analyze the depolarization condition of the
data on a 2D plot [81, 82]. For example, on the PI–P∆ plot,
nondepolarizing data points lie at coordinate (1,1), totally
depolarized samples lie at (0,0). Data points of physically
realizable Mueller matrices lie in an approximately polygon
region, shown in figure 4. Different subregions are associated
with different types of depolarizations, and corresponding to
different type of scatterers. A subregion occupied by the blue
points, which people used to believe should be empty, is dis-
covered that corresponds to Mie scatterers measured in the
reflection configuration [81].

2.4. Summary

Mueller matrix decomposition methods usually derive several
polarization parameters from the elements, meaning that they
can be regarded as a kind of data compression technique. In
this procedure, the feature information that researchers are
interested in are extracted from the Mueller matrix, provid-
ing indicators that are easier for researchers and pathologists
to grasp, thus making it easier for them to examine biomed-
ical samples. Different MMD algorithms correspond to differ-
ent optical models. The Lu–Chipman method is suitable for a
homogeneous or layered sample with correct order. It can be
applied in both transmission and reflection configurations, but
for Mie scattering dominant samples measured in the reflec-
tion configuration we need to modify the algorithm. The dif-
ferential method assumes the media is longitudinally homo-
geneous, usually applicable in transmission configuration. The
Cloude decomposition has a wide range of applications. It can
be used in both transmission and reflection configurations, and

6
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Mie or Rayleigh scattering are both applicable and can be iden-
tified.

Currently, the Mueller matrix decomposition methods are
prevalent in biomedical studies and applications for quantit-
ative information acquisition. Generally, the decomposition
methods are all based on specificmodels, which also bring spe-
cific limitations for application schemes. Meanwhile, the data
compression procedures mean that the decomposition meth-
ods may result in a loss of detailed information contained in
the Mueller matrix.

3. Mueller matrix transformation methods

In a different approach, a Mueller matrix transformation
(MMT) was proposed to explain experimental data [43]. The
development of MMT starts with the study of rotation and
mirror transformation and symmetry properties of the sample,
which lead to polarization parameters that are invariant to the
azimuth orientation of the sample [48], or indicate breaking of
mirror symmetries in the sample structure [39]. In fact, MMT
can be considered as a more general concept which encom-
passes MMD, since both MMD and MMT aim to ‘transform’
Mueller matrix data into new polarization parameters which
characterize certain physical properties of the media.

3.1. Transformations and symmetries of the Mueller matrix

There are four types of symmetries that need to be considered
in the light scattering theory: rotation, reciprocal, longitudinal
and transversal mirror transformation [83].

The Mueller matrix of sample M after rotation around the
z-axis (which coincides with the direction of collinear illumin-
ation and detection) forα angle isM ′ = R(α)MR(−α), where

R(α) =


1 0 0 0
0 cos(2α) −sin(2α) 0
0 sin(2α) cos(2α) 0
0 0 0 1

 . (23)

Letting M ′ =M we can deduce the Mueller matrix that is
invariant under α rotation. For a sample that is invariant under
90◦ rotation, its Mueller matrix isMR90 :

MR90 =


m11 0 0 m14

0 m22 m23 0
0 m32 m33 0
m41 0 0 m44

 . (24)

A sample that is invariant under α rotation (α ̸= nπ
2 , n ∈ Z)

obeys the following form:

MR =


m11 0 0 m14

0 b β 0
0 −β b 0
m41 0 0 m44

 (25)

Figure 5. Different types of rotation symmetries illustrated with a
scattering medium consist of spherical and cylindrical scatterers. (a)
A cloud of randomly distributed spherical scatterers. (b) Mixing of
three groups of cylindrical scatterers, invariant under 60◦ rotation.
(c) Mixing of two groups of cylindrical scatterers lying orthogonal
to each other, invariant under 90◦ rotation. It is verified with MC
simulation that model (a), (b) obey formMR and model (c) obeys
formMR90 [39].

where

b≡ 1
2
(m22 +m33) (26)

β ≡ 1
2
(m23 −m32). (27)

The ‘longitudinal mirror’ transformation is a spatial reflec-
tion against a mirror plane defined by the illumination and
detection light beams. The Mueller matrix of sample M after
mirror transformation by such a plane is M ′ =HMH [48],
whereH= diag(1,1,−1,−1). LettingM ′ =Mwe can deduce
that the form of a longitudinal mirror symmetricMuller matrix
is:

The reciprocal transformation rotates the sample around
the bisectrix [83] for 180◦. The reciprocal transforma-
tion of the Mueller matrix is M ′ = XM⊺X, where X=
diag(1,1,−1,1) [64]. The reciprocal symmetric Mueller mat-
rix obeys the form:

MX =


m11 m12 m13 m14

m12 m22 m23 m24

−m13 −m23 m33 m34

m14 m24 −m34 m44

 . (29)

The transverse mirror transformation uses the bisectrix
plane as the mirror plane. (When the illumination and detec-
tion light path are collinear, the bisectrix plane is the xOy
plane.) The transverse mirror transformation of a sample

7
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is M ′ = TM⊺T, where T= diag(1,1,1,−1). The transversal
mirror symmetric Mueller matrix obeys the form:

MT =


m11 m12 m13 m14

m12 m22 m23 m24

m13 m23 m33 m34

−m14 −m24 −m34 m44

 . (30)

3.2. Mueller matrix rotation invariant parameters

There have been many studies on Mueller matrix invariant
parameters. Pravdin et al studied the rotation invariants in both
transmission and reflection Mueller matrices, and mapped the
orientation of the anisotropy [84]. Gil [47] studied both rota-
tion transformation and retarder transformation of the Mueller
matrix on one side or dual sides, and proposed a correspond-
ing set of invariants. Jiang et al developed the RLPI tech-
nique to reduce the orientation influence of the experimental
data, and proposed a few invariant parameters and orientation
parameters. To extend the RLPI technique to the full Mueller
matrix, He et al studied the MC simulation and experimental
data of a concentric silk coil and proposed the Mueller mat-
rix transformation theory [43]. Li et al compared these studies
together with the rotation and mirror transformation theory of
theMueller matrix, and proposed a set of commonly used rota-
tion invariants and orientation parameters:

Given the experimental setup, if the illumination beam and
the detection orientation are collinear, then we have the fol-
lowing Mueller matrix parameters as invariants under azimuth
rotation:

m11 (31)

kC = m44 ∈ [−1,1] (32)

DC = m14 ∈ [−1,1] (33)

PC = m41 ∈ [−1,1] (34)

PL =
√
m2

21 +m2
31 ∈ [0,1] (35)

DL =
√
m2

12 +m2
13 ∈ [0,1] (36)

qL =
√
m2

42 +m2
43 ∈ [0,1] (37)

rL =
√
m2

24 +m2
34 ∈ [0,1]. (38)

Denoting the central 2 × 2 block of the Mueller matrix as
B, we also have its trace, determinant, and Frobenius norm as
rotation invariants:

trB= m22 +m33 = 2b (39)

|B|= (m22m33 −m23m32) (40)

∥B∥=
√
m2

22 +m2
33 +m2

23 +m2
32. (41)

However, the set {tr B, |B|,∥B∥} is not as commonly used
as another equivalent set, {b,β, t1}, by experimentalists [48],
where

b=
1
2
(m22 +m33) (42)

β =
1
2
(m23 −m32) (43)

t1 =
√
b̃2 + β̃2 =

1
2

√
(m22 −m33)2 +(m23 +m32)2. (44)

Parameter b is sensitive to subwavelength particle scatter-
ing, β is related to optical rotation and the coexistence of mul-
tiple anisotropic effects [48], t1 represents the overall degree
of anisotropy [43].

3.3. Mueller matrix azimuth orientation parameters

When the sample has a mirror symmetry plane (such as a
sample with only one type of anisotropy effect), the Mueller
matrix of the sample can be block-diagonized at a specific azi-
muth orientation:

Thus, for a randomly oriented sample, we can extract the
information of the azimuth orientation α of the anisotropy
from the measuredM ′

mirsym
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Figure 6. Measurement of transparent sticky tapes in transmission
configuration. (a) The Mueller matrix, m11, is plotted in [0,1]
grayscale, other elements are normalized by m11. (b) Invariant
parameter β can show the overlapped zone of the sample. (c) The
difference in orientation parameters (αr −αq) can also show the
overlapping of different anisotropies. (d)–(f) Orientation maps
predicted by αq,αr,α1 , length and color of the small bars represent
qL,rL, t1 [48].

cn = cos(nα),sn = sin(nα), b̃=
1
2
(m22 −m33) (47)

by using the following formulas:

α1 =
1
4atan2(m

′
23 +m ′

32,m
′
22 −m ′

33) if t1 ̸= 0 (48)

αP =
1
2
atan2(m ′

31,m
′
21) if PL ̸= 0 (49)

αD =
1
2
atan2(m ′

13,m
′
12) if DL ̸= 0 (50)

αq =
1
2
atan2(m ′

42,−m ′
43) if qL ̸= 0 (51)

αr =
1
2
atan2(−m ′

24,m
′
34) if rL ̸= 0. (52)

The sign convention in equations (48)–(52) is based on the
assumption that b̃,m12,m21,m34 > 0 and m43 < 0 when α= 0.
If the truth is the opposite, then both input parameters (dy,dx)
should flip their signs (or add π to the result of atan2). The
experimental result is illustrated with a transparent sticky tapes
sample, as shown in figure 6.

3.4. Mueller matrix symmetry breaking parameters

From the symmetries study of the Mueller matrix in
section 3.1, one can discover that a symmetric sample can res-
ult in a transpose symmetric or antisymmetric Mueller matrix.
Therefore, when analyzing a Mueller matrix whose physical
structure is unknown, we can predict the types of preserved

and broken symmetry in the sample by checking the indicat-
ors proposed in table 1 [39].

3.5. Summary

Similar to MMD methods, the MMT method also maps the
Mueller matrix to polarization parameters with clearer phys-
ical meanings. It is a different branch of data compression
techniques, or considered as a ‘general MMD method’. Com-
pared with MMD methods, there are two advantages of the
MMTmethod: (a) the MMTmethod does not require the com-
putation of the whole Mueller matrix, therefore it has better
computational efficiency. (b) MMT parameters are deduced
from the study of symmetries, therefore it does not pose any
assumption on the optical model. It can be applied to any
optical sample for both transmission and reflection configur-
ations. The main disadvantage of the MMT method is that
it is hard to find biomedical samples with perfect symmet-
ries. Therefore, how to exploit the power of MMT parameters
quantitatively remains a technical problem. In the following
section, we will see a novel research paradigm called polarom-
ics being introduced to exploit bothMMD andMMT paramet-
ers quantitatively.

4. Machine leaning for polarization feature
extraction

So far in this article we have summarized the consistent efforts
to derive from a Mueller matrix new sets of polarization para-
meters which are sensitive to the intrinsic physical proper-
ties of complex samples, or orientation-sensitive parameters.
These parameters include:

(a) MMD parameters, including Lu–Chipman decompos-
ition, differential or logarithm decomposition, and Cloude
decomposition.

(b) MMT parameters, including rotation invariants and ori-
entation parameters.

In a traditional paradigm of Mueller matrix polarimetry
research, experimentalists will focus on choosing the suitable
MMD method according to the measurement configurations.
In recent years, another research paradigm called ‘polaromics’
has been developed, where both MMD and MMT parameters
can be taken into consideration. All the polarization paramet-
ers available are used as PBPs. Then machine learning tech-
niques are introduced to construct PFPs for specific and quant-
itative characterization of micro- or macro-structural features.

For instance, in a recent attempt, Si et al use the correl-
ation explanation [85] method to extract parameters that can
explain the interdependence among elements [86]. The effic-
acy of this method was demonstrated on the classification of
different morphologies of electrospun fibers.

In histopathology, biological or medical samples are
routinely treated by various staining techniques to bring up
selectively specific pathological features. Experienced patho-
logists examine the stained samples and identify areas of
interest for diagnosis. By taking Mueller matrix images of the

9
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Table 1. Mueller matrix indicators for breaking of symmetries (marked by ‘×’). ‘DD/RR’ means mixing pure LD/LR effects with a
nontrivial difference angle of azimuth orientation in separated layers, ‘DR2/1’ means LD and LR are mixed in two layers or one layer. ‘T’
means true [39].

Indicator MR MH MT MX DD RR DR2 DR1

m22 ̸= m33 × T T T T
m23 = m32 ̸= 0 × × T
m23 =−m32 ̸= 0 × ×
|m23| ̸= |m32| × × × × T T T
m14 = m41 ̸= 0 × ×
m14 =−m41 ̸= 0 × × T
|m14| ̸= |m41| × × × T
PL ̸= DL × × × T
qL ̸= rL × × × T
cosαPD ̸=±1 × × × × T T
cosαrq ̸=±1 × × × × T T

Figure 7. Quantitative characterization of cell nuclei (blue pixels), aligned collagen (red pixels), and disorganized collagen (orange pixels)
using the PFPs in H&E pathological sections of different breast tissues: (a) healthy breast tissue; (b) breast fibroma; (c) breast ductal
carcinoma; (d) breast mucinous carcinoma. The areas inside the black solid line contours and outside the red solid line contours in H&E
images are the target microstructural features labeled by the breast pathologist. The image size is 800× 800 pixels [49].

same sample and labeling pixels within the segmented areas,
researchers can extract polarization features from Mueller
matrices of all the labeled pixels using supervised learning. In
the work of [49], low resolution microscopic Mueller matrix
images of hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) sections are recorded
from four types of typical breast tissues (TBT), i.e. healthy
breast tissue, breast fibroma, breast ductal carcinoma and
breast mucinous carcinoma. Based on visual inspection and
segmentation of the H&E color images, pathologists can label
on the polarization images areas corresponding to distinctive

pathological features (DPF), i.e. cell nuclei, aligned collagen,
and disorganized collagen. A group of MMT parameters are
selected as the PBPs for the input data of training models,
using prior knowledge on the sensitivities of these PBPs to dif-
ferentiate the three types of DPFs as the criteria. Then, a super-
vised learning method based on linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) is adopted to derive new PFPs as linear combinations
of PBPs, which provide better quantitative characterization of
the three DPFs in each typical breast pathological tissue, as
shown in figure 7.

10
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The training and testing of PFPswere completed in patholo-
gical samples from 32 patients. By the validation of the PFPs’
performance with the corresponding H&E images as ground
truth, it is concluded that: the performance of PFPs in identi-
fying the carcinogenesis-related microstructures is satisfact-
ory with the accuracy ranging from 0.82 to 0.91. The res-
ults demonstrate that it is viable to derive new PFPs using the
simple linear combination model of PBPs and achieve a bet-
ter differentiation of the DPFs from low resolution images of
H&E pathological sections of different TBTs.

We believe there are many advantages of polaromics
compared with the traditional data compression techniques.
Polaromics examine all polarization parameters comprehens-
ively, and provide parameters that have clearer associations
with the structures that a researcher is interested in. The
polaromics parameters have explicit expressions, and can
therefore be easily shared compared with training neural net-
works or deep learning. Their explicit expressions also allow
researchers to analyze the contributions from various PBPs
quantitatively and improve our understanding of the relation-
ship between physical structures and Mueller matrices.

5. Conclusions

AMueller matrix encodes rich information on the microstruc-
ture of complex scattering samples, such as pathological spe-
cimens in clinics. However, in real biomedical applications, it
is inconvenient to use theMueller matrix directly. To deal with
this problem, MMD and MMT methods have been developed
to provide new polarization parameters which are sensitive to
specific micro- or macro-structural features and physics prop-
erties but insensitive to the orientation of the media. For trans-
mission configuration, MMPD is suitable for a homogeneous
or layered sample with correct order, while the differential
method is suitable for a longitudinally homogeneous sample
measured in the transmission configuration. Cloude decom-
position is widely applicable. The MMTmethod does not post
assumptions on the optical model of the sample, and can com-
pute faster than MMD methods. Hence the MMT method will
be more suitable for fast imaging and in vivo measurements.
Though they are prevalent techniques in biomedical and clin-
ical applications, the MMDmethods as data compression pro-
cedures based on specific optical models, or MMT methods
related with specific symmetry properties, have specific limit-
ations for real application situations. This means that we need
a more thoroughMueller matrix analyzing method for inform-
ation acquisition.

In recent years, a new research paradigm has emerged,
where bothMMD andMMT parameters can be taken into con-
sideration (as PBPs). In the second step, based on the possible
combination of PBPs, machine learning methods are involved
to find better parameters that suit the experimentalist’s specific
tasks, known as PFPs. We call this new research paradigm
of Mueller matrix polarimetry ‘polaromics’, which is cog-
nate with genomics, proteomics, radiomics… etc. PBPs are the
building blocks of polaromics as genes are the building blocks
of genomics. Compared with the MMD and MMT methods,
in polaromics machine learning add extra power to our cap-
ability to disentangle the microstructural features encoded in
Mueller matrices. When a Mueller matrix image is labeled at
pixel level by other imaging modalities, supervised learning
can be applied to extract the corresponding polarization and
microstructural features.

Polarization imaging techniques are label-free,
information-rich, sensitive to subcellular features and less
sensitive to imaging resolution. Among the available polariz-
ation imaging techniques, Mueller matrix polarimetry, which
can provide comprehensive polarization-related structural
information of media, is attracting more and more atten-
tion in biomedical studies. As summarized in this review
article, PBPs derived from the traditional MMD and MMT
techniques provide a more explicit description of the micro-
structure.Meanwhile, the fast advances in data techniques also
add extra capabilities for polaromics to disentangle the micro-
structural features encoded in Mueller matrices. Together with
the polarization optical hardware developments, and comput-
ing power enhancement, polarimetry is demonstrating greater
application potential and is likely to become a powerful tool
in clinical diagnosis.
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Appendix. Collection of proposed Mueller matrix parameters

Table A1. Linear polarization difference imaging parameters.

Parameter Physical meaning

LDP= I∥ − I⊥ Linear polarization difference (historically used acronyms were DP [87], LPD [13]
and LDP [14]).

LDOP= (I∥ − I⊥)/(I∥ + I⊥) Degree of linear polarization (Pol [9, 10] or LDOP [13]).

Table A2. Rotating linear polarization imaging (RLPI [13, 14, 87]) parameters [13, 14, 87].

Parameter Physical meaning

B∗ = (m2
22 +m2

23 +m2
32 +m2

33)/2 An intermediate variable, add ∗ to avoid confusion with MMT parameters. By
comparing with MMT invariants we can find B∗ = ∥B∥2 /2.

A∗ = [B∗2 − (m22m33 −m23m32)
2]1/2 Anisotropy (not normalized), add ∗ to avoid confusion with MMT parameters. By

comparing with MMT invariants we can find that A∗ = [ 12 ∥B∥
4 − |B|]1/2 thus it is

a rotation invariant.
G= A∗/B∗ Anisotropy of the media [13, 14].

C=
√
m2

21 +m2
31 Anisotropy of the media, with more variation compared with A∗ and B∗ during

RLPI experiments [14].
φ3 = atan(m31/m21) The orientation angle of the fibrous structure in the media (used with a factor

φ3/2) [13, 14].

Table A3. Lu–Chipman decomposition parameters [15].

Parameter Physical meaning

D= m−1
11

√
m2

12 +m2
13 +m2

14 Degree of diattenuation.

P= |(P⃗−m3×3D⃗)/(1−D2)| Degree of polarizance.
∆= 1− 1

3

∣∣tr m∆

∣∣ ∈ [0,1] Degree of overall depolarization. ∆= 0 means nondepolarizing. ∆= 1 means
completely depolarized.

δ = acos(
√

(MR22 +MR33)2 +(MR32 −MR23)2 − 1) Retardation angle of linear retardance [65, 66].
α= atan((MR32 −MR23)/(MR22 +MR33)) Angle of optical rotation (aka. circular retardance, CR) [65, 66].
R= 1

2 trMR − 1 Total retardance [15]. It includes both effect of LR and CR effect [65].

Table A4. Differential decomposition parameters.

Parameter Physical meaning

LD=
√
L2m12 + L2m13 For pure linear diattenuation (LD)

√
L2m12 + L2m13 = ln(px/py).

δ =
√
L2m42 + L2m43 For pure LR this parameter is equal to retardation angle δ.

2α= Lm23 =−Lm32 For pure CR this parameter is equal to doubled optical rotation angle 2α.
CD= Lm14 = Lm41 Degree of circular diattenuation (CD).
α22 = Lu22 0–90deg linear depolarization. Not rotation invariant.
α33 = Lu33 ±45 linear depolarization. Not rotation invariant.
α44 = Lu44 Circular depolarization. Azimuth rotation invariant.
αL = 1

2 (α22 +α33) =
1
2 (L22 + L33) Linear depolarization. Azimuth rotation invariant [71].

αLA = 1
2

√
(α22 −α33)2 +(Lu23 + Lu32)2 Anisotropic linear depolarization. Azimuth rotation invariant. Cylinder scatterer

contribute to αLA. Thin cylinder can create stronger αLA. Sphere-birefringence
system has no contribution to αLA [71].
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Table A5. Cloude decomposition parameters.

Parameter Physical meaning

λ1∼4 Eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of MM H(M), λ1 ⩾ λ2 ⩾ λ3 ⩾ λ4 ⩾ 0.
P1 = (λ1 −λ2)/m11 Indices of polarimetric purity (IPP) [80].
P2 = (λ1 +λ2 − 2λ3)/m11

P3 = (λ1 +λ2 +λ3 − 3λ4)/m11

P∆ =
√(

2P2
1 +

2
3P

2
2 +

1
3P

2
3

)
/3 Depolarization index [80].

S(H) =−
∑4

i=1(λi log4λi) Polarization entropy [76].

PI=
√

(P2
1 +P2

2 +P2
3)/3 Overall purity index [81].

Table A6. MMT parameters: four ‘corners’ of MM.

Parameter Physical meaning

m11 Transmittance or reflectivity (depending on transmission or reflection configur-
ation during experiment) regardless of polarization. Invariant under rotation or
retarder transformation [47].

m14 Associated with circular diattenuation effect. Overlapping LD following LR can
also create nonzero m14.

m41 Associated with circular polarization effect. Overlapping LR following LD can
also create nonzero m41.

CD= m14 +m41 Degree of circular dichroism anisotropy [88].
m44 m44 is related to many effects. For pure LR, m44 = cosδ. For pure LD, m44 = pxpy.

For a pure depolarizer, m44 is the maintaining of circular polarization. CR has no
contribution to m44.

Table A7. MMT parameters: central 2× 2 block of MM, where B=

[
m22 m23

m32 m33

]
.

Parameter Physical meaning

b= 1
2 (m22 +m33) Related to linear depolarization, also affected by LD or LR anisotropies. b is sens-

itive to subwavelength particles scattering.
β = 1

2 (m23 −m32) For pure CR (optical rotation) β =−sin(2α). The overlap of multiple linear
anisotropies (LDs or LRs or both) also result in nonzero β. It is still controversial
should the second case be considered as optical rotation effect.

b̃= 1
2 (m22 −m33) b̃ is a part of anisotropy parameter t1. Notice b̃ is not a rotation-invariant para-

meter.
β̃ = 1

2 (m23 +m32) β̃ is another part of anisotropy parameter t1. Notice b̃ is not a rotation-invariant
parameter.

|B|= m22m33 −m23m32 Determinant of MM central 2× 2 block, affected by LD and LR but not affected
by CR.

∥B∥=
√
m2

22 +m2
23 +m2

32 +m2
33 Frobenius norm of MM central 2× 2 block, affected by LD and LR but not

affected by CR.
t1 = 1

2

√
(m22 −m33)2 +(m23 +m32)2 Degree of overall linear anisotropy, both LD and LR contribute to this parameter.

t1 was first proposed in [43]. By comparing with other invariants we can find that

t1 = 1
2

√
∥B∥2 − 2|B|, thus it is also an invariant. t1 is only numerically unstable

during strong absorption, thus is more stable compared with A parameter.
A= 2bt1

b2+t21
Degree of overall linear anisotropy (normalized by b). Numerically unstable dur-
ing strong absorption, strong depolarization and HWP [48], therefore not so com-
monly used compared with t1 in the future.

α1 =
1
4atan2(m

′
23 +m ′

32,m
′
22 −m ′

33) Azimuth orientation of the anisotropy (not rotation invariant). α1 has better signal-
to-noise ratio but half the value range compared with other orientation parameters
(αD,αP,αq,αr) [89]. Since different software uses different definitions for atan2,
here we point out that in this paper we follow the order atan2(dy,dx).
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Table A8. MMT parameters: four ‘edges’ of MM.

Parameter Physical meaning

DL =
√
m2

12 +m2
13 ∈ [0,1] Linear diattenuation, sensitive to the illumination side configuration.

PL =
√
m2

21 +m2
31 ∈ [0,1] Linear polarizance, sensitive to the detector side configuration.

qL =
√
m2

42 +m2
43 ∈ [0,1] Capability of transforming incident circular polarization to linear polarization.

rL =
√
m2

24 +m2
34 ∈ [0,1] Capability of transforming incident linear polarization to circular polarization.

αD = 1
2atan2(m

′
13,m

′
12) Orientation parameter (not rotation invariant) corresponding to linear diattenu-

ation.
αP =

1
2atan2(m

′
31,m

′
21) Orientation parameter (not rotation invariant) corresponding to linear polarizance.

αq =
1
2atan2(m

′
42,−m ′

43) Orientation parameter (not rotation invariant) corresponding to linear retardance.
αr =

1
2atan2(−m

′
24,m

′
34) Orientation parameter (not rotation invariant) corresponding to linear retardance.

Table A9. Breaking of transpose symmetry parameters. Physical reason could be: (a) multi-layered sample overlapped, (b) nontrivial zenith
angle for cylindrical scatterer or sphere-birefringence media, (c) absorption could also lead to this symmetry breaking.

Parameter Physical meaning

αD −αP αD −αP ̸= 0,±π
2 shows breaking of transpose symmetry [48]. Invariant under

azimuth rotation [84].
αr −αq αr −αq ̸= 0,±π

2 shows breaking of transpose symmetry [48]. Invariant under
azimuth rotation [84].

cosαDP = (m12m21 +m13m31)/(DLPL) cosαDP ̸=±1 shows breaking of transpose symmetry [39]. Invariant under azi-
muth rotation [84].

cosαrq = (m24m42 +m34m43)/(rLqL) cosαrq ̸=±1 shows breaking of transpose symmetry [39]. Invariant under azimuth
rotation [84].

sinαDP = (m12m31 −m13m21)/(DLPL) Nonzero value shows breaking of transpose symmetry. Invariant under azimuth
rotation [84].

sinαrq = (m24m43 −m34m42)/(rLqL) Nonzero value shows breaking of transpose symmetry. Invariant under azimuth
rotation [84].√

(m12 −m21)2 +(m13 −m31)2 Nonzero value shows breaking of transpose symmetry. Invariant under azimuth
rotation.√

(m24 +m42)2 +(m34 +m43)2 Nonzero value shows breaking of transpose symmetry. Invariant under azimuth
rotation.√

D2
L +P2

L − 2DLPL cosαrq Vector difference of D⃗L − P⃗L. Invariant under azimuth rotation.√
r2L + q2L − 2 rLqL cosαrq Vector difference of r⃗L − q⃗L. Invariant under azimuth rotation.

Table A10. Other invariant parameters of MM.

Parameter Physical meaning

|M| Determinant of MM. Invariant under azimuth rotation.
trM= m11 + 2b+m44 Trace of MM. Invariant under azimuth rotation.
∥M∥ Frobenius norm of MM. When normalized by m11 we have ∥M∥ ∈ [1,4]. ∥M∥=

4m2
11 is the necessary and sufficient condition for nondepolarizing MM [80].

PTD An invariant proposed in [47].
PTmD An invariant proposed in [47].
PTmTD An invariant proposed in [47].
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